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Abstract 
On the twice CT type split of a triangle, we prove that there exists a C3 piecewise polynomial of degree 7 interpolating 
arbitrarily given values and derivatives of orders up to 3 at the vertices and on the edges of the triangle. The method 
available is a mixture of B-forms of polynomials and the serendipity of bivariate splines. 
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1. Introduction 
In the areas of computer aided geometric design, finite element and scattered data processing, 
spline functions always play a fundamental role for their powerful usage. One strategy to convert 
splines into practice is to design suitably local interpolation schemes that satisfy some prescribed 
properties such as smoothness. 
The local interpolation method over triangulation can be tracked back to ?!enGek [15,16] and 
up to now there have been lots of works in literature (see [l-5,7-9,13-17]). Most of them are for 
lower smoothness but less for higher smoothness. 
Let T = (A,, Al, A2 ) be a triangle. Taking 
C=QAo+A1 +Az) 
results in the (standard) CT type split (cf. [2, 111) 
Ci=i(C+Ai+i +Ai+z), iEz3, 
to dcr, where zS = (0, 1,2} denotes the set of the 
(1.1) 
AC- of T (see Fig. 1). Then adding 
(1.2) 
residues of integers modulo 3, we get the twice 
CT type split (2-CT for short) d 2CT of T, illustrated in Fig. 2. This split was first introduced by 
Alfeld [l]. He developed a C2 scheme on it. 
In the present paper we will show that there exists a C3 scheme on the 2-CT. The technique is 
a mixture of Bernstein-Bezier forms and polynomial splines. 
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Fig. 1. ACT, 
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Fig. 2. AZCT. 
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, we make some preliminary notes on B-forms and 
bivariate splines. Three example spline spaces considered in Section 3 will help to solve the central 
interpolation problem of this paper successively in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. B-forms and some notations 
For an integer n > 0, let P, be the set of bivariate polynomials with total degrees Q n. Suppose 
52 is a polygonal region in the plane lR*. Let r = tOurlu~2 be a (simplicial) triangulation (cf. [6]) of 
Sz, where ro, rl, and r2 are the sets of vertices (0-simplexes), edges (1-simplexes), and triangles 
(2-simplexes) in r, respectively. If V is an interior vertex in ro, denote by St(V) = {CJ E t; I/ E rr} the 
star region of V in Sz. 
Given a triangle T = ( Vo, Vi, V2 ), any point P E lR* can be uniquely formulated as 
P = 1 Ui Vi, 1 Ui = 1, (2.1) 
isZ, isZ, 
where IA = (uo, ul, u2) are the barycentric coordinates of A with respect to Vo, Vi and V2 (see 
[3,6]). For an integer n > 0, define for the Bernstein polynomial of degree n with multi-index 
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&I, A (4 := 
n! 
A()! AI! &! ub&& 
Hence any bivariate polynomial p E P, has its Bernstein-Bezier form [3] 
(2.2) 
Pm := 1 M%l, A (4, (2.3) 
IAl=Pl 
where bA is the B-ordinate of p with domain point T(A) := cisz, li I/i/n. 
For another integer p < n, define the bivariate spline space 
Y”,“(r) = Yl(r;Q):= {s E C’(Q); SJTET2 E P,}. 
The detailed discussion of the space is presented in Wang [12]. 
(2.4) 
Notations. Let r d n be an integer and T = (V,, VI, V, ) E z2. We take the following notations: 
%‘L(T; I/,,):= (T(A); (A( = n, &, = n - r}, 
%(T; I/O):= (T(1); )A) = n, &, 3 n - r> = u 9i(T; If,,), 
ost<r 
%U’o):= U %(T; J’o), 
T&(V,) 
B,,(T ):= { T(A); 111 = n>, 
(2.5) 
q,,(T):= 93,,(T)\ U BL(T; Vi) if n = 2r + 1, 
id, 
where 99,(r) is called the B-support of Yf(7; L?) (cf. [3]). There is a l-l correspondence between 
9’: (7; Q) and the discrete real functions supported on 9&,(z). 
Let 4 c &? c $9”. For any s E 9’“.“(7 ; 52), if the fact that the B-ordinates of s at the domain points 
in & are zero induces that the B-ordinates of s at all the domain points in @ are zero, we say that 
@ determines g in CP continuity. Furthermore, if & = $9, and there is no proper subset of 
& determines a, we call & a minimal determining set (cf. [3]) for Y,f(z;Q). In this case 
dim 9’: (r; 52) = card 4. (2.6) 
Suppose VA = CieZ, Vi Vi is a point opposite to V. w.r.t. the edge (Vr, I’,), and another 
polynomial q E P, defined on T’ = (V& VI, V2) has {cA} as its B-ordinates relative to VA, I’, and 
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V2 . Take zi = (Q,, q, vz). For a 1 = (lo, Ai, 1,) with lill = n, if 
c1 = 1 b,+,&,,,(4 rl = (0,&Y U, (2.7) 
IPI=ll 
we say that cI can be expressed by {b,; 111 = n} in C’O, or T ‘(1) is determined by { T (A); I A. I = n} in 
CAo. Furthermore, if for any il with A1 = n - ,u, T ‘(A) is determined by (T (A); II I = n} in C’O, we 
say that .B?,f(T ‘, A,) is determined by Bi(T,A,) in CP. 
Then we have [3]: 
Lemma 2.1. For any integer p > 0, the polynomials p and q are CP smoothly joined on edge (VI, V, ) 
ifSfor any A0 = 0,l , . . . ,p, cA can be expressed by {b,; IAl = n} in CAo. 
3. Some notes on bivariate splines 
3.1. The serendipity of bivariate splines 
Suppose s E Y:(r). An interior edge e E r1 is the common edge shared by a pair of adjacent 
triangles T1 and Tz in z2 . For a linear function l(x, y), if e lies on the line r: I(x, y) = 0, then there is 
a polynomial q E Prier_ 1, called 9pf smoothing cofactor [12] of s on edge e such that 
p1 - p2 = q++l, 
where p1 = sJT, and p2 = sir,. 
Let V E z. be an interior vertex. The smoothing cofactors at V mean the smoothing cofactors on 
the edges with vertex V. Suppose there are fro edges emanating from V with /? different slopes. If 
PO = /3, then the number of the independent parameters of the 9’: smoothing cofactors at V is 
identified by the formula (cf. [12]) 
x (/I-l)n-(P+l)p+((P-3)+(B-1) s ( [ I> . (3.1) 
From (3.1), we find that d/(P) = 0 if n d fi:= p + [(p + 1)/(/I - l)]. So we conclude that 
Lemma 3.1. Ifs E Yi(St (V)), then s is at least ji times continuously difirentiable at V. 
This property is called the serendipity of splines. This phenomenon is also discovered by Alfeld 
VI* 
If, in general, PO 2 /I, the dimension of 9: (St (V )) can be identified (see [ 121) by 
dim Y’[(St(V)) = (3.2) 
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3.2. Three example spline spaces 
In this section, we consider spline spaces on three particular triangulations, which will help to 
solve the main problem in Section 4. 
Example 1. Consider 9’~(dcT). Take Ti = (C, Ai+ 1) Ai+z), i E Zs. See Fig. 1. We have 
Proposition 3.2. The union Of 59: (Ti, Ai + I), i E Z3, and %‘5 (To), determines 92 (ACT). 
Proof. Note that the given conditions uniquely determine a polynomial in P5. From Lemma 3.1, 
any s E 9’2(dCT) is five times continuously differentiable at C. Hence ,4p$(&,-) = t’P5. 0 
Example 2. For AZcT, label the subintegrals Ti,j,i, j E Z3, as 
7’i.o = (Ci,Ai+i,Ai+,?), 
Ti.1 = <Ci,Ai+z,C), iE&, 
Ti.2 = <Ci,C,Ai+l)- 
(3.3) 
Now take A * = St(C), i.e., the part of d2cT without the subtriangles Ti, o, i E iZS. See Fig. 3. Then 
by (3.2), we get dim 9’2 (A *) = 18 and hence with the method of conforming smoothing cofactors 
stated in [12]. 
Proposition 3.3. The union of 92 (A,), i E Z3, determines 9’2 (A *). 
Proof. Denote by u = (uO, ul, u2) the barycentric coordinates with respect to &, Ai, and A2. Let 
s E 9’2 (A *) and qi the smoothing cofactor of s on the line 
CAi: Ui+l - Ui+2 = 0, iE&. (3.4) 
Ao 
AI A 
Fig. 3. A*. 
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Note that to give B-ordinates of s with $9: (Ai) is equivalent to giving the values and derivatives of 
s orders up to 2 at Ai, i E Z 3. Hence we can write s on 7’i.j as 
(3.5) 
where by+2,21 = by+ ‘9 ‘1 ,Ii 2 2, are determined by 92 (Ai), i E Z3. 
From the C3 continuiiy condition, we have 
Pi+2,2(u) =Pi+l,l(“) + 4it”i+l - %+2J4, (3.6) 
Pi,l(“)=Pi,2(u) +qi(Ui+l -ui+214, (3.7) 
By identifying the coefficients of u in each equation, we get all the qi and the yet undetermined 
B-ordinates. Therefore, Proposition 3.2 is proved. 0 
Example 3. Let A,,, be a triangulation composed of m successive triangles Gj = (I$,, Bj, Bj+ I ), 
j= 1,2 , . . . , m, illustrated in Fig. 4. Consider Y,“- ’ (A,,,). We have 
Proposition 3.4. The union of{ G1 (1); 1 II 1 = m, A2 # m} and { G,(O, AI, m - 1,); 3L1 # m} is a minimal 
determining set for 9’,“- ’ (A,,,) if the lines in BoBi, i = 1,2,. . . , m + 1, have difirent slopes. 
Proof. Because BoBI and BOBmfl are not collinear, take GO = (I$,, Br, B,+,). Let util = 
(#I, uf], uy’) be the barycentric coordinates with respect to I&,, Bi,Bi+ r, i = 1,2, . . . ,m, and 
u = (u0,u1,u2) with respect to BO, BI,B,+I. 
For s E 9’,“-1(A,), assume pi(ut’I):= SIG, = c,~,_, btlB,,A(u[il), i = 1,2, . . . ,m. 
With the coordinates system on GO, we can write pi, i = l,m, as 





Fig. 4. A,,, with m = 4. 
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By Cm-’ continuity, all the B-ordinates by1 and 6:” with &, > 0 are uniquely determined by { Gi(i); 
IA1 = m, & > O}. Therefore we have 
C b:‘lBm,L(ui’l) = C b~‘lBm,,(~) = C $~mlB,,~(u), i = 0,m. (3.9) 
lo > 0 A,>0 A,J>O 
For lo = 0, by1 with & # m and Firnl with 3L1 # m are, respectively, determined by b:‘] with A2 # m 
and biml with A1 # m together with {G,(1); 111 = m, A2 # m}. 
Now take util = u(&), i = 0, . . . , m + 1. Then line BoBi can be expressed analytically as 
BOB,: li(U1,U2):=Yli1U1-U[11#2 =O, i=O,...,m+ 1, (3.10) 
where the value vfl: vgl corresponds to the slope of B0 Bi, for i = 0, . . . , m + 1. 
Assume that the Y,“- ’ smoothing factors of s on line B. Bi are qi E R, i = 1, . . . , m. Then we have 
Pl(U) -f F 4iCkC”l 7 u2)lm = Pm(u)9 (3.11) 
i=l 
or by (3.9) 
1 ~,!olBm,~(u) + i qiCk(U1,U2)lm = C ~~olBm,~(u)- (3.12) 
IdI=m,&=O i=l IAI=m,&=O 
In this equation, only qi, i = 1, . . . , m, q. := 6$~]0,,, and qm+ 1 := 6$“,,, oJ are not determined. Note 
that qi is the coefficient of li(Ul, ~2) for i = 0, 1, . . . , m, m + 1. Hence Eq. (3.11) is unisolvent iff 
li(Ui,Uz), i = 0, . . . , m + 1, are linearly independent, i.e., 8 the lines in B. Bi, i = 0, 1, . . . , m + 1, 
have different slopes. 0 
4. The minimal determining set of Y;p5” (AZCT) 
Based on the discussion above, we are now ready for studying the structure of Y:(d2cT). The 
B-support LZ#,(dzcT) is depicted in Fig. 5. By Schumaker’s estimation on the dimension of bivariate 
spline spaces (see [lo, Theorem 2.1, 3.1 and Corollary 3.2]), it is not difficult to derive that 
dim Y:(d2cT) = 60. (4.1) 
Theorem 4.1. The union 9 of the following sets is a minimal determining set of 9’q(A2CT): 
g?(Ti.O;Ai+l), (4.2) 
gT(Ti,o), (4.3) 
{Ti,o(5,2,0), Ti,o(4,%1), Ti,0(5,0,2), Ti,0(4,1,2)}, (4.4) 
where iEZ3. 
Proof. Note that card 4? = 60. So for the theorem to be proved, it needs only to show that @ is 
a determining set for ,4”;(A 2C-). This depends on the following steps. 
(1) L@$(Ai+l) is determined by (4.2) with C3 continuity. 
(2) From Proposition 3.4, @(Ai+ i) is determined. Indeed, because of conditions (4.2) and (4.3), 
we can view @(Ai+ 1 ) as the case of m = 4 in Example 3. 
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Fig. 5. The stencil of L~,(LI~~~). 
(3) With the similar discussion in the proof of Proposition 3.4, by Lemma 2.1, given (4.4), i.e., 
{Ti,0(5~290)9 Ti,0(49291)9 3i+2,0(5~092)~ Ti+2,0(4,192)}9 we can show that 9I$ (Ai + i ) is determined. 
(4) Because 9$(C)&@; (A,), i E Z3, are already determined, by Proposition 3.2,9$(C) is deter- 
mined. 
(5) Now $#:(Ci) is ready to fit Proposition 3.3 and therefore is determined. 0 
Remark. In Theorem 4.1, conditions (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) are imposed on the vertices, boundary 
edges and the interior of T, respectively. We should note that, (4.2) and (4.3) are sufficient for the 
existence of a spline in 94p3(A 2cT), while in addition, (4.4), which is necessary, makes the spline 
unique. 
5. The interpolation schemes on 9’; (dZCT) 
For the triangulation z of region 52 c R2, split each cell T E z2 into d2c- type, we get the 
subdivision z*. From Theorem 4.1 and the remark in the end of Section 4, it is clear that 
Proposition 5.1. dimY;(r*) = 10cardro + 6cardri + 12cardz2. 
For e E rl, denote by n, one of its normal direction and Die the Ith normal derivative. For 
a = (m, n), m, n 2 0, denote Ial = m + n and Da = a”‘+” /i3x”iYy”. Now consider an interpolation 
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problem: 
(P) For any FE C3(0), find s E 9’:(~*) such that 
DYs -f)l”Ero = 0, lal G 3 (5.1) 
X,(s -f) le,,, = 0, e E z1, 1 G t < 1 < 3, (5.2) 
where e[,,, t = 1, . . . , 1, are 1 different inner points of e, 1 = 1,2,3. 
Restricting this problem to a single triangle T E z2 we see that the number of conditions given in 
(5.1) and (5.2) is 48, which is 12 less than the dimension of 9’~(dzcT). Note that conditions (5.1) and 
(5.2) are equivalent to (4.2) and (4.3). Therefore to make the solution of(P) unique, we must develop 
a rule to evaluate the 12 parameters relative to (4.4). Consider L%q(Ai) = &?+ (Ti+ 1,0, Ai)U 
WG(Ti+l,l, Ai)uZS;(Ti+2,2, Ai)uB;(Ti+2,0, Ai). For i E Z3, let 
aq(Ti+ 1.0, Ai) be determined by $9; (Ti + 1.1, Ai) in C 5, (5.3) 
and 
sR75(Ti+2,0, Ai) be determined by 9; (Ti + 2.2, Ai) in C 5. (5.4) 
Together with C3 relations between B;(Ti+l,l,Ai) and B;(Ti+2,2, Ai), it is not difficult to 
determine (4.4). We then have 
Theorem 5.2. Under the restrictions (5.3) and (5.4), the problem (P) is unisoluent and reproduces 
polynomials of degree 7. 
In practice, conditions (5.2) are not easy to get. Sometimes they are substituted by 
Df,(s -f)le is a (univariate) polynomial of degree 7 - 21. (5.5) 
Theorem 5.3. Under the restrictions (5.3) and (,5.4), there is a unique s E 9’: (z*) that satisJes (5.1) and 
(5.5). 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown in a natural way that on the twice Clough-Tocher triangle, there exists a C3 
scheme. From the result in [18], this split has the minimal number of subtriangles needed for the 
existence of a C 3 schemes that the interpolants are piecewise polynomials with given C 3 data at the 
vertices of the macrotriangle. The interpolant of the problem (P) can be explicitly formulated with 
the interpolation conditions in B-forms via the steps in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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